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• Hibonite (Ca(Al,Ti,Mg)12O19) is

o A comparatively rare, but primary phase found

in some CAIs from all unequilibrated chondrite

types (except CI); common in Wark-Lovering

rims [1],

o One of the earliest-formed refractory phases by

equilibrium condensation from a gas of solar

composition during cooling [2, 3], and

o A potential recorder of the very earliest stages

of solar nebular evolution.

• We describe the microstructures and textural

relationships of refractory constituent phases in

hibonite-spinel inclusions, one of the common

type of CAI found in CO3 chondrites [4], from

the ALHA77307 CO3.0 chondrite by utilizing

FIB sample preparation techniques with TEM.

• Questions

o (1) Are hibonite-spinel inclusions high-

temperature condensation products from

a gas or crystallization products from

molten droplets?

o (2) Why is melilite rare or absent in

hibonite-spinel inclusions in CO3 and

other carbonaceous chondrites?

• SEM Observations of Hibonite-Spinel Inclusions in ALHA77307 (Fig. 1)

o We have found 10 hibonite-spinel inclusions among a total of 84 CAIs from one

thin section of ALHA77307.

o Hibonite-spinel inclusions (10-70 μm in size) usually consist of randomly-oriented,

lath-shaped hibonite grains embedded in spinel (Fig. 1a-c), consistent with [4].

o Fine-grained, subrounded to elongated perovskite is a common accessory phase

with a size range of 0.2-5.5 μm. Perovskite is typically enclosed by spinel, but is

also sometimes present included within hibonite.

o Melilite is an extremely rare phase and was found in only one of the 10 inclusions.

Melilite is irregular in shape and ~10 μm in size (Fig. 1c-f).

• TEM Observations of Hibonite-Spinel CAI 03 (Fig. 2)

o Hibonite grains (0.2-5 μm long and 60 nm-2.5 μm wide) are typically lath-shaped

and parallel to subparallel with each other. Individual hibonite grains are elongated

parallel to the c axis.

o Two perovskite grains, 1-2 μm in size, were found; one is a subrounded grain

enclosed by hibonite and the other is an elongated grain in contact with hibonite

and spinel.

o Minor melilite is present interstitially between the hibonite laths and is usually

elongated, 0.2-2 μm long.

o Spinel grains, 0.5-3.5 μm in size, are usually irregular in shape.

o Pores occur throughout the FIB section with elongated shapes and lengths of 0.2-

3.5 μm.

o There is a crystallographic orientation relationship between hibonite and spinel:

[010]hibonite // [011]spinel and (001)hibonite // (111)spinel (Fig. 3).

 Answer: a continuum of hibonite condensation over a limited temperature range of 1,668-1,628 K [2] where

perovskite is also a stable condensate from a nebular gas (Fig. 4).

o Condensing hibonite crystals could trap early-condensed perovskite grains and would overgrow them as

hibonite continued to condense. As nebular cooling proceeded, hibonite condensation would eventually cease,

but perovskite kept condensing and was later enclosed by spinel once spinel condensation commenced at

lower temperatures.

• The Rarity of Melilite in Hibonite-Spinel Inclusions in ALHA77307

o Thermodynamic equilibrium condensation calculations predict that melilite condenses after hibonite and before

spinel (Fig. 4) [2, 3]. Thus many hibonite-spinel inclusions would be expected to contain melilite if they formed

by equilibrium condensation.

o Our SEM and TEM observations shows that melilite is extremely rare in hibonite-spinel inclusions in

ALHA77307 (Fig. 1), but a small amount of melilite occur interstitially between hibonite lathes (Fig. 2), similar

to the observations presented by [7].

 These observations suggest that melilite is rare, but more widely present as nanometer-sized grains in

hibonite-bearing CAIs and indicate that the extent of melilite condensation was very limited.
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS - SEM & TEM OBSERVATIONS

DISCUSSION - ORIGIN OF HIBONITE-SPINEL CAIS

Figure 4. Equilibrium condensation of major rock-

forming phases from a gas of solar composition at a

total pressure of 10-3 atm presented by [5]. This

calculation is the same as the one shown in [2].

• Condensation Origin

o The inferred sequence of mineral formation in hibonite-spinel inclusions in

ALHA77307, hibonite > perovskite > melilite > spinel > diopside, is

consistent with the predicted sequence of mineral formation by

thermodynamic equilibrium condensation calculations (Fig. 4) [2, 3].

o The irregular shapes and porous textures of hibonite-spinel inclusions in

ALHA77307 (Fig. 1) support the view of their condensation origin.

 Hibonite-spinel inclusions in ALHA77307 are high-temperature

condensates that formed from a nebular gas during cooling.

o The random orientation of hibonite laths in individual inclusions is the

result of high-temperature condensation of individual hibonite laths from a

nebular gas, followed by random accumulation into aggregates.

• Perovskite Inclusions in Hibonite and Spinel

o Perovskite occurs commonly included within both hibonite and spinel in

some CAIs (Figs. 1, 2) [e.g., 6].

o Question: did perovskite condense before hibonite?

• Why Did Limited Amounts of Melilite Condense?

o Structural similarity between hibonite and spinel (Fig. 5):

hexagonal-close-packed array of oxygen ions with Al in

octahedral sites in the spinel structure vs. hexagonal-

structured hibonite [8].

o No structural similarity between hibonite and melilite:

differences in Ca coordination (12 coordinated in hibonite

vs. 6 coordinated in melilite) [8].

 The orientation relationship between hibonite and spinel

(Fig. 3) and the structural similarity between the two phases

(Fig. 5) suggest that epitaxial nucleation and growth of

spinel may have occurred on the surfaces of hibonite. This

process may have lowered the activation energy for spinel

nucleation compared with that of melilite. As a consequence,

melilite condensation was inhibited, resulting in a rarity of

melilite in this type of CAI in CO3 and other carbonaceous

chondrites [8, 9, 10].

Figure 5. Illustration of the arrangement of oxygen ions of hibonite (a) and

spinel (b). (a) Hibonite structure viewed down c axis. (b) Spinel structure

viewed down [111] zone axis. The (111) plane of spinel consists of a

hexagonal-close-packed array of oxygen ions with Al in octahedral sites, which

resembles the arrangement of oxygen ions in the (001) plane of hexagonal-

structured hibonite. In (a, b), oxygen ions are red spherules. The black solid

lines in (a, b) represent unit cells of hibonite and spinel and the yellow dotted

lines in (b) represent pseudo-hexagonal oxygen arrangements in the spinel

structure.
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Figure 1. BSE images (a-d) and X-ray maps (e, f) of hibonite-spinel

inclusions in the ALHA77307 CO3.0 chondrite. (a, b) BSE images of

hibonite-spinel inclusions. Hibonite-spinel inclusions are typically porous and

irregularly-shaped objects that consist of hibonite (hib) lathes surrounded by

spinel (sp) with minor perovskite (pv). (c) BSE image of CAI 03 that we

studied using FIB/TEM. This CAI is an irregularly-shaped inclusion (70x40

μm in size) consisting of lath-shaped hibonite grains within spinel surrounded

by a partial diopside (di) rim. (d) Close-up BSE image of CAI 03. (e)

Combined X-ray map of Mg Kα in red, Ca Kα in green and Al Kα in blue of

CAI 03. This inclusion is the only hibonite-spinel inclusion found in this study

that contains melilite (mel, green). (f) Combined X-ray map of Ti Kα in red,

Ca Kα in green and Al Kα in blue of CAI 03. Perovskite grains (orange) are

distributed mostly in spinel.

Figure 2. Mosaic of DF-STEM images of a FIB section from hibonite-spinel

CAI 03 in Fig. 1c. FIB 03-A consists of hibonite laths with minor perovskite

and melilite embedded in spinel. One perovskite is included within hibonite,

whereas the other occurs next to hibonite and spinel. Minor melilite appears

to be interstitial to hibonite laths and occurs next to pores.

Figure 3. HR-TEM image (a) and FFT patterns (b, c) of hibonite and the

adjacent spinel. (a) HR-TEM image of a region of the interface between

hibonite and spinel. The left part of the image is hibonite viewed down the

[010] zone axis, whereas the right part is spinel viewed down the [011] zone

axis. (b, c) FFT patterns obtained from hibonite (b) and spinel (c). Indexing of

FFT patterns shows the crystallographic orientation relationship between

hibonite and spinel: [010]hibonite // [011]spinel and (001)hibonite // (111)spinel.
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